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Abstract:
Purpose - The aim of this paper is to explore customer interactions with servicescapes and to
explain in more depth the internal mechanisms that form the customer service experience.
Design/methodology/approach - The paper draws on an empirical study of customers using
Swedish public transport systems. Data collection is based on a micro-ethnographic
approach,
using
think-aloud
protocols
and
video
documentation.
Findings - The results from the empirical study contribute with a framework of three
constellations of activities and interactions: namely, identifying, sense-making, and using,
which, depending on the empirical context, form two main customer process practices –
navigating and ticketing. These constructs are theoretical and have implications for service
research in the sense that they explain how customer experiences are formed.
Practical implications - Managers should focus on making the servicescape design intuitive,
meaningful and easy to use for their customers and, depending on the empirical context,
support the customer processes of finding one’s way and ticketing.
Limitations/Future research - While the conceptual framework is arguably applicable also
to other servicescape processes and thus has the capacity to explain how a wide range of
customer experiences are formed, the study is based on one industry. Consequently, it would
be worthwhile to verify our framework in different service settings.
Originality/value - The study is novel by applying a micro-ethnological research approach in
order to provide a systematic empirical analysis of how constellations of activities and
interactions in servicescape processes create customer responses and thus form the
customer’s service experience.
Keywords:
Service experience, servicescape, value co-creation, public transport, micro-ethnography

Introduction
Back in the early 1990s, Bitner (1992) introduced the concept of “servicescape”; a
combination of service and landscape that denotes the physical environment in which
customer experiences are created (Normann, 2001; Rafaeli and Vilnai-Yavetz, 2004). Over
the years, different literature reviews have been conducted in order to characterize the field of
servicescape research (Ezeh and Harris, 2007; Kearney et al., 2007; Turley and Milliman,
2000). The dominant view treats servicescapes from an atmospheric perspective (Turley and
Fugate, 1992) and focuses on the effect of the servicescape on the customer’s service
experience. Most of these studies view servicescapes as a stimulus-organism-response
phenomenon; a managerial tool for marketing purposes. Customers are conceived as passive
respondents to environmental cues in service contexts. The response is mainly conceived as
psychological – cognitions and emotions – or regarding physiological inner states that results
in approach or avoidance behaviour.This traditional view on servicescapes has been
challenged by a view that conceives services, including servicescapes, as an issue for
interaction and value co-creation (Edvardsson et al., 2010; Grönroos and Ravald, 2011;
Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004; Ramírez, 1999; Vargo and Lusch, 2004; Vargo and Lusch,
2008b). In contrast to the traditional conception, this view conceives value as realized in
collaboration between customer and provider, and that customers see services and
servicescapes as a whole – a constellation of resources – used by the customer in order to
fulfil different tasks. In this paper, our aim is to explore customer interactions with
servicescapes and to explain in more depth the internal mechanisms that form the customer
service experience. We start out by examining some of the limitations that we indentified in
the review of previous servicescape research. A critical limitation concerns the lack of
knowledge of how customers actively use resources in servicescapes and the extent to which
the servicescape supports the processes of the customer (Turley and Fugate, 1992). A key
reason for this limitation is that previous research has been relatively uninformed by
frameworks and methodologies that are capable of explaining and capturing customer
experiences of servicescapes in process terms. In order to address this limitation, we draw on
an empirical study of customers using Swedish public transport systems, applying a
microethnographic approach that focuses on contextually specific activities, using thinkaloud protocols; that is, customers verbalizing inner experiences and conceptions, and video
documentation of actual procedures and movements in the situation. We identify two main
practices and label them “navigating” and “ticketing”. These two practices are in turn
constellations of activities and interactions at the individual customer level. We identify three
fundamental constellations – identifying, sense-making and using – which will help us
theorize how customer experiences in servicescape processes are formed.

Literature review and theoretical framing
In this section we review mainstream research on servicescape, customer experiences and
value co-creation, arguing that the literature is largely conceptually driven and lacks accounts
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of how customers actively interact with, use and integrate resources. Furthermore, we argue
that recent discourse on value co-creation and customer service experience may be drawn on
in order to address the limitations of previous servicescape research. We articulate how this
can be done.

Research on servicescape
In previous marketing literature, the relationship between customer and environment has been
described in different ways. In an early conceptualization, Kotler (1974) depicted
atmospherics as the deliberate design of space that will positively influence buyers’ emotions,
in order to increase the likelihood of a purchase. He highlighted this as an important tool in
marketing and pointed out four sensory design dimensions: sight, sound, scent and touch.
Bitner’s (1992) servicescape framework describes how the physical environment affects both
employees and customers, and is built on three environmental dimensions – (1) ambient
condition, (2) spatial layout and functionality, and (3) signs, symbols and artefacts. Together
they create a holistically perceived servicescape that activates internal cognitive, emotional
and physiological responses in customers and employees. These responses are moderated by
personality traits and situational factors. Subsequently, the internal responses affect the
behaviour of the actors in terms of either approach or avoidance, and the social interactions
between the actors.
Based on the servicescape model, numerous empirical studies have been conducted that
focus on one or several variables of the service environment such as the following: music,
scent or signage and their effects on customer expenditures (Morrin and Chébat, 2005;
Chébat and Michon, 2003); perceived waiting time (Bailey and Areni, 2006); loyalty
intentions (Harris and Ezeh, 2008); or perceived quality (Reimer and Kuehn, 2005). Turley
and Fugate (1992) present five perspectives for facility-driven services. These are namely the
atmospheric/image, the locational, the operational, the contact personnel and the customer’s
use perspective – all of which are important to a greater or minor extent in different
contexts.Edvardsson et al. (2005; 2010) provide a somewhat broader framework for the
service environment/customer interplay. The authors introduce the term “experience room” –
a place allowing representations of simulated service experiences. Six dimensions are
suggested. These are namely physical artefacts, intangible artefacts, technology, customer
placement, customer involvement, and interaction with employees. By including interactions
with technology and its role in the service process, as well as the roles of the customer in the
value co-creation process, the experience room model incorporates operational, customer use
and atmospheric perspectives to a greater extent than the servicescape model. Recently, it has
been shown that the experience room model is also applicable to ordinary customer service
experiences (Pareigis et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, previous research and conceptualizations have not paid explicit attention
to customers’ servicescape processes and how customers’ experiences are formed in these
processes. Two notable exemptions are the studies of Echeverri (2005) and Dziekan (2008) in
the public transport context. However, the earlier mentioned study focuses mainly on
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methodological aspects, while the latter mentioned study focuses on information and
orientation aspects in the servicescape.

Discourse on customer experience and value co-creation
The reviewed research on servicescapes does not put the notion of service processes and
value co-creation at the centre in the discussion of customer experiences. There is research
that conceptually addresses the issue of experience, where it is argued that much of the
customer value is in the outcome of service experiences (Carbone, 2004; Meyer and
Schwager, 2007), and that a company should therefore orchestrate customer experiences that
render value whenever customers interact with resources that the company provides, such as
the servicescape. The term “service experience” refers to the customer’s personal experience
of the service process as a result of interactions with the service organization – including
servicescapes and frontline employees (Meyer and Schwager, 2007; Johnston and Clark,
2008). A customer’s service experience is here defined as the customer’s cognitive,
emotional and behavioural responses that result in a mental conception in line with Johnston
and Clark (2008). We do not refer to a stimulus-organism-response view, but rather that
customers actively construct reality and that responses in servicescape processes are
individual social realities. The customer’s service experience results in a set of outcomes:
benefits, emotions, judgments (including perceived value) and intentions (Johnston and
Clark, 2008; Meyer and Schwager, 2007; Shaw 2005; 2007). Berry et al. (2002, p 88), stated
“customers always have an experience – good, bad or indifferent – whenever they purchase a
product or service from a company.” Because emotions play an important role in service
experiences (Mattila and Enz, 2002), servicescapes must be designed to ensure that both the
functional and the affective aspects of the service experience are carefully considered
(Pullman and Gross, 2004).
The concept of service experience resonates with Holbrook’s (2006) definition of value,
which informs this paper. Holbrook takes the stance that value resides in activities and
interactions, and is subjectively experienced. More precisely, Holbrook (2006, p. 212) refers
to value as an “interactive relativistic preference experience”. This definition implies that
value is a function of the interaction between subjects, or a subject and an object; is
contextual and personal; is a function of attitudes, affections, satisfaction, or behaviourally
based judgments; and resides in a consumption experience. In this paper, we refer to this as
value co-creation.
The major part of research on value co-creation is abstract and conceptual (Berthon and
John, 2006; Grönroos, 2011; Sandström et al., 2008; Vargo and Lusch, 2004; 2008). Payne et
al. (2008) provide a conceptual framework for value co-creation, which is illustrated with
empirical material from process mapping. The authors define customer processes, supplier
processes and encounter processes, where the latter describes the interactions that occur
between the customer and the company. However, the authors strictly focus on the supplier
perspective and highlight that process mapping bears the risk of losing emotional and
experiential elements.
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The co-creation view of value has influenced theory building in service marketing and
management. However, it has remained largely unchallenged and unproblematized in relation
to servicescape research (Arnould et al., 2006; Aubert-Gamet, 1997). In this paper we frame
the analysis by viewing customers’ activities and interactions in servicescape processes,
which results in customer experiences. This emphasizes the perspective of an individual
customer, co-creating value and experiences in servicescape processes.

Method
Due to the dynamic and complex character of the phenomenon that we are studying, the
research design must enable the capture of the process character of the servicescape, the
interaction processes between customer and service environment, and must be of an
exploratory nature. Drawing on a study of customers using public transport from door-todoor, we have material that is suitable for elaboration on servicescape processes.

Data collection
In the study, a microethnographic research approach has been used (Carroll et al., 2008;
Echeverri, 2005; Lehn, 2006; Streeck and Mehus, 2005). This approach constitutes a blend of
different data collection methods – namely observations, interviews, and think-aloud
protocols that are captured on high-definition digital video, which was filmed by the first
author. A sample of twenty informants were recruited and asked to travel to two public places
in their home town. The recruitment process started with an invitation that was sent out
together with a survey in a different research project [1]. Informants that returned the survey
and indicated that they were interested in participating received further explanations of the
planned study and a reply-paid envelope, which resulted in 42 potential informants. From
these, purposeful sampling was conducted in order to achieve maximum variation regarding
age, gender, and public transport usage of the informants. After having established contact
with volunteering informants via phone, a time was scheduled at which the informants were
asked to travel to two public places. The meeting point was either the workplace or the home
of the informants. There were a few exceptions where a third public place was chosen. The
informants were then informed for a third time about the nature of the study. In order to
reduce the procedural consequentiality of the camera and the researcher (Speer, 2002) it was
stressed repeatedly that the aim of study is to capture the informants’ experiences with and
perceptions about travelling using public transport and that there is no right or wrong
behaviour. The informants were followed and filmed by the first author when doing their
travels. The informants were wearing a small microphone and were encouraged to “think
aloud” in order to capture their thoughts, experiences and responses according to common
think-aloud practices (Van den Haak et al., 2004). The choice of public transport mode (bus,
boat or tram) and the line and route to be taken was decided by the informant. On average,
conducting the two trips took about one-and-a-half hours. Of the informants, 11 were women
and nine were men, who were aged between 20 and 76 years, which reflected the gender
distribution and age groups of Swedish public transport users. Eight informants primarily use
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their car as a mode of transport and five informants primarily use public transport. The
remaining seven informants have no dominant modes of transport.
By using this methodology, we were able to capture naturally occurring data (Silverman,
2006), which seems particularly useful for studying the service experience of customers
(Berry et al., 2006) as well as value co-creation processes. Moreover, the video-based method
seems appropriate in order to investigate interactive processes of services (Echeverri, 2005;
Heath et al., 2010) and enables marketing research to be “more attuned to the lived realities
of everyday consumption” (Belk and Kozinets, 2005, p. 128).
In order to mitigate the influence of the camera on informants and to improve the quality
of the video data we followed the strategies outlined by Haidet et al. (2009), the filming
started around five to ten minutes before the actual trip, in order to move beyond an initial
period of self-consciousness of the informants; this enabled us to capture more “natural”
behaviour (Rosenstein, 2002). During this time period a short interview was held to obtain
more background information about the informants. In order to reduce the obtrusiveness of
the recording device, the camera that was used was small. Moreover, before the fieldwork
with informants was carried out, a few practice sessions were conducted where the first
author followed the second author using public transport. During the fieldwork, the filming
first author kept a distance of a couple of metres away from the informants as suggested by
Belk and Kozinets (2005). Nevertheless, the presence of the camera and the researcher
influenced behaviour of the informants to some extent. In particular, verbalizing their own
actions and experiences made some informants uncomfortable initially. However, these
effects were reduced substantially after the first few minutes and the informants seemed to
behave in a relaxed manner for the remaining part of the trip; an observation made by several
researchers in other video based studies (Echeverri, 2005; Haidet et al., 2009; Heath et al.,
2010; Latvala et al., 2000).
We interpret this perception of being relaxed as that the informants were displaying
behaviour normal to them when using public transport services, when it comes to specific
procedures, pattern of movements, information search, etc. Due to the measures that were
taken for collecting accurate customer data, we argue that the informants were not biased
because of the presence of the researcher, the camera, or the fear of looking foolish to other
customers.
The rationale for choosing public transport as an empirical context is twofold. On the
one hand, using public transport services relies heavily on elements in the service
environment, infrastructure and technology (Fellesson and Friman, 2009) and can therefore
be regarded as an example of an elaborate servicescape (Bitner, 1992). Moreover, customers
spend an extended period of time in this setting, enabling us to capture processual dimensions
of customer interactions with servicescapes. As such, the context offers a rich source of
empirical data. The environment is complex – and is dependent upon, for example, the
weather and the functioning of infrastructure – and demand varies greatly over time, which
places significant pressure on the service environment. Within public transport, not only the
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actual carrier can be regarded as the servicescape. Train and bus stations with their many
signs and layouts, homepages of the transport companies, as well as information points or
paper-based time-tables, are also part of the designed service environment. On the other hand,
a well-functioning and generally accepted public transport system is often regarded as
absolutely necessary in order to reduce the negative effects of private car use and to achieve
sustainable development in today’s society (Gärling and Steg, 2007). Surprisingly, little
research is generally conducted to investigate customers’ perceptions of the provided public
transport service (Friman et al., 2001). The few exceptions that exist focus mainly on
attributes that influence customer satisfaction, such as reliability, frequency, comfort,
information, driver behaviour, and cleanliness (Andreassen, 1995; Bates et al., 2001;
Edvardsson, 1998; Fellesson and Friman, 2009; Friman et al., 2001). These studies contribute
significantly towards our understanding of which factors influence customer satisfaction with
public transport. However, the studies do not explore customer interactions with
servicescapes and do not explain, in more depth, the internal mechanisms that form the
customer service experience. Clearly this calls for further research – a deeper understanding
of public transport services is much needed in order for such services to achieve a higher
market share, and is in line with recent calls for improving well-being through transformative
service (Ostrom et al., 2010).

Data analysis
The qualitative analysis, including memo writing, was conducted in NVivo 8 by applying the
constant comparative method according to the Grounded Theory data analysis approach
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Starrin, 1997); a procedure for developing categories of
information and their interconnections, resulting in a theoretical proposition (Creswell, 1998).
The constant comparative method fits the microethnographic research approach well, as both
emphasize naturally occurring data in order to make theoretical contributions. Using the
constant comparative method allows for a systematic grounding and creating substantive and
formal concepts that explain the phenomenon in question. NVivo 8 is a data analysis software
programme that enables direct coding of multimedia data, such as video recordings. As a first
step, a specific journey was chosen that was regarded as representative for the entire material.
The complex process of this journey – including interactions with servicescape elements,
typical and context specific activities, striking think-aloud quotes on subjective cognitive and
emotional experiences and regarding more or less critical incidents – was outlined. This could
be regarded as a reduced, yet concrete, description of the experienced interactive process.
Based on this description we conducted an open coding procedure, as part of the constant
comparative method (grounded theory approach). How this was made is described in the
following. Descriptive codes (Miles and Huberman, 1994) or indicators (Glaser, 1978) were
created, such as “ticketing”, or “searching”, which were based on the think-aloud information
and what was observable in the video recordings. At this stage, relatively descriptive memos
were also written, which accounted for the properties of the indicators. Also, the first
refinements were made concerning the labels of the indicators, before the continued coding of
other video recordings. These were directly coded in the software, by marking short
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sequences of one to several seconds of film with the label of the code, and compared with
other sequences. The marked sequences of the various codes were then watched repeatedly
and within that process, and selective coding was initiated by constantly comparing the
different indicators to others. Memo writing continued during the analytical process.
Together with the selective coding of constantly comparing indicators – that is grouping of
various indicators that had similar meaning – and relating them to each other hierarchically,
this led to the main theoretical concepts in this study. For example the indicator “reference
point” and the indicator “searching for right bus” were grouped to the code “identifying”, as
both referred to the customer processes of searching for resources. As the qualitative analysis
continued, theoretical codes were developed that were sensitive to the substantive codes
developed initially. Here, it was elaborated on how the codes of identifying, sense-making,
using, ticketing, and navigating relate to each other (Starrin, 1997).

Findings
This section reports on the findings of the empirical study. From the analysis, three value cocreating constellations of activities and interactions emerged in our data – namely identifying,
sense-making and using. These three theoretical constructs are found to be fundamental for
two main customer practices: navigating and ticketing, which are relevant for a wide range of
services. In the context of public transport, navigating relates to finding one’s way to the bus
stop or final destination, while ticketing relates to paying for the bus ticket and checking that
the ticket is still valid. When combined, navigating and ticketing are central practices that
customers are engaged in during processing different servicescapes, as shown in the case of
public transport experience. For a graphical description of this framework, see Figure 1.

Identifying

Sense-making

Using

Searching for bus
stops,
time-tables,
maps,
or
buses;
approaching staff or
other customers to ask
for the way.
Searching
for
information
about
payment options or
ticket machines.

Giving meaning to
and comprehending
maps, time-tables, or
information received
from staff or other
customers.
Giving meaning to
and comprehending
ticket
machines,
instructions
for
payment or payment
plans.

Integrating and using
resources for the task
of finding one’s way.

Integrating and using
resources for the task
of ticket payment.

Navigating

Ticketing

Figure 1 Internal mechanisms forming customer servicescape experiences

Constellations of activities and interactions
The following section is illustrated by the use of quotations from informants, images and
narratives that were created by the researchers, and describes each of the three value cocreating constellations of activities and interactions. Following each description, we highlight
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the role of identifying, sense-making, and using in the formation of customer experiences.
Finally, we illustrate the customer processes of navigating and ticketing as different
contextualizations of the value co-creating activities and interactions.
Identifying
Identifying is the first constellation of value co-creation activities and interactions revealed
from our data. Identifying consists of searching for resources as well as understanding
persons or objects in the service environment as resources.
The following narrative is an illustration of the value co-creation activity and interaction
identifying:
A customer just asked at an information point (identifying) at a major
public transport note for directions. From the employee she receives a
small customized printout providing the bus number and its direction as
well as its departure time. The traveller has 7 minutes before the bus
departs. At the traffic node there are 6 bus and tram stops at which a
couple of dozen bus and tram lines arrive and depart. Each stop is labelled
with a capital from A to F. Outside the information point the customer
realizes that the customized printout does not include information about at
which bus stop the bus departs from. The customer has to find the bus
stop from the six possible options (identifying) and starts walking around.
During her walk she approaches a couple of persons (identifying) and asks
them for directions, the first being a PT customer sitting and waiting for
his tram, the other being a sales assistant on a smoking brake, smoking a
cigarette outside her shop. The customer does not see a map (identifying)
with all buses and trams departing from that station. After walking around
for more than 5 minutes, she finally sees the bus approaching (identifying)
and follows it to its bus stop.
The narrative above describes several identifying activities and interactions. Firstly, the
customer identifies the information point as a resource. She also identifies the different bus
stops, from which she has to choose the right one, as well as the two persons she approaches.
The customer does not identify a map, which would inform one of all buses and trams and
their respective stops. Finally, the customer identifies the bus she wants to take and follows it
to its bus stop.
Identifying can require varying degrees of cognitive effort of the customer and is above
all a cognitive task. In the example above, the cognitive effort was rather high, which shall be
illustrated with the following quotes. Looking at her customized printout the customer reads
out loud:
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“Now we shall take (.) bus 16 to Eketrädgården (.) departing from (.) and
where is bus 16? (2.0) That is not provided in the information. (.) I need
to search, then.”
After having found the bus, sitting down, she states:
“Well (.) that was not easy!”
Identifying also requires varying degrees of behavioural effort. Although the starting
point of the female customer (when stating that she has to search) is literally across the street
from the bus stop, the customer walks around the square as illustrated in Figure 2. She
covers, in total, roughly 400 metres, which takes her six minutes. While walking around, she
shows behavioural responses such as continuously looking around and every now and then
standing still and orienting herself into different directions.

Figure 2 A sketch of area covered when identifying bus stop
(c) GeoEye, Lantmäteriet/Metria, Cnes/Spot Image, DigitalGlobe, Map data (c) 2011 Google – Maps

Identifying also creates emotional responses. While walking around, the customer sighs
in stress several times. At one point she sighs while checking her watch and says “Now (.)
Now we will miss it.” Here she is verbalizing her emotional response of being stressed.
The cognitive, emotional and behavioural responses depend on how intuitively the
resources can be identified. This demonstrates that the more intuitively accessible the
resources and systems are, the less are the cognitive, emotional, and behavioural efforts
demonstrated by customers.
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Sense-making
Sense-making is the process of giving meaning to and comprehending the resources
previously identified.
The following narrative is an illustration of the value co-creation activity and interaction
sense-making:

Figure 3 Making sense of a bus map

The customer just identified which bus she can take to reach the destination - bus stop
Pumpgatan - with bus 16 or 33. Bus 16 is a bus familiar to her, as she takes it sometimes to
travel between two different offices. However, she does not see bus 16 on the map and tries
to understand the map pointing at it [see Figure 3] stating:
“My friend told me that I can take bus 16 or 33, but I don’t see bus 16 on
here which (3.0) I know that bus 16 goes this way [pointing up and down
on map] (.) but it does not show on this one (2.5) eh, but, eh (1.0) I think I
take bus 16 as I normally take it when I go to Lindholmen and work, so
this one (.) I know leaves from Vasaplatsen so I will walk there.”
Walking to the bus station Vasaplatsen she continues referring back to the
map:
“I thought that it was strange that I didn’t see bus 16 on (3.0) on the map
(2.0) since the alternatives my friend got up were 16 or 33 (2.0) but
maybe that was just here from Valand but eh none of the buses were
visible clearly or anyway directly on the map that I looked at.”
10

In the narrative above, the customer has difficulties making sense of the map as bus 16 is
not displayed. The customer knows that the bus is travelling past the desired bus stop as she
has used it before so she expected to find bus 16 on the bus map. Her prior knowledge and
the information displayed on the map are incongruent. This results in a cognitive effort,
inferred by the long pauses in her descriptions (numbers in parentheses indicate elapsed time
in tenths of seconds), and a negative service experience.
The behavioural responses to sense-making can be avoidance or approach behaviours
such as turning away from a resource or getting closer to it. It also encompasses other
behavioural responses such as pointing at resources as displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Pointing at different parts of a map while sense-making

Emotionally, sense-making can lead to negative feelings like confusion or stress as
illustrated in the narrative.
Sense-making is a continuous activity and interaction but is especially triggered when
trying to understand line-maps, time-tables, homepages, and signs about payment options or
information received from staff or other customers. The cognitive, emotional and behavioural
responses depend on how meaningful the resources are to customers. This demonstrates that
the more meaningful the resources and systems are, the less are the cognitive, emotional, and
behavioural efforts demonstrated by customers.
Using
Using is a constellation of activities and interactions that integrate resources previously
identified and made sense of, for various activities such as navigating or ticket payment by
the customer.
The following narrative is an illustration of the value co-creation activity and interaction
using:
At the bus stop, the customer walks straight to the timetable and leans
forward to be able to read it (using). The sign is frozen and she has to
scratch ice off it. She reaches for her mobile phone and wants to buy her
ticket (using). When the bus is coming, she continues trying to buy the
ticket but has problems reading from the screen as the sun reflects on the
screen (using). Although, the customer stands in front of the bus, the bus
driver does not open the door and the customer turns back to the time
table. She is looking for information about the SMS ticket and though she
11

had saved the number for the ticket in the phone, she types it in manually
(using). After a couple of seconds she wonders how she is supposed to
buy the ticket and reassures herself that she has to send a SMS. While she
was trying, the bus driver opened the door and she turns around and enters
the bus. She asks the bus driver for help (using) while handling the mobile
phone. The bus driver does not respond but looks how the respondent tries
to send a SMS. Standing in the bus, she looks back quickly to the
timetable outside and then back to her mobile. Wondering to which
number to send the message to she looks to the bus driver who just looks
back without saying anything. The respondent walks out of the bus again
to check at the timetable. There, she scratches more ice off and realizes
that she made a mistake. She is looking for signs informing about the
SMS ticket within the bus, finds one and turns back into the bus. She
walks passed the bus driver and reads the instructions on the sign. She
sends the SMS in order to get the ticket (using) and after a few seconds
receives the reply with the ticket. She has problems opening the SMS, but
after a few more moments succeeds and shows it to the bus driver. Buying
the ticket via SMS took the informants three minutes. Walking into the
bus, she says “This was not easy!” and while sitting down elaborates
“This is not the world’s easiest… in order for this to work you have to be
young and SMS several times per day.”
In the narrative above, the customer is trying to integrate different resources in several
instances of the payment process, starting with her mobile phone, then the timetable, and then
another different sign within the bus. She also tries to integrate the bus driver, but gets no
response from her. As she is not very familiar with sending text messages with her phone,
integrating this resource in her payment process, causes complications. In our empirical
context using can be the integration of mobile phones for ticket purchasing, the usage of the
internet, paper-based or digital time-tables for planning the trip, as well as asking staff and
other travellers during the trip. As revealed in the narrative above, using can lead to stress.
The easier the resources are to integrate with each other, the less are cognitive, emotional,
and behavioural efforts of customers.

An overview of the value co-creating constellations of activities and interactions with
empirical illustrations can be found in the table below.
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Constellations

Definitions

Empirical illustrations

of
activities and
interactions
Identifying

Searching for resources as well as Searching for bus stops, time-tables,
understanding persons or objects in the maps, or buses; approaching staff or
service environment as resources.

other

customers;

looking

and

walking around.
Sense-making

The process of giving meaning to and Pointing at maps or time-tables;
comprehending the resources previously cognitive
identified.

Using

efforts

in

order

to

understand the resources

The process of using and integrating Usage of mobile phones, the internet,
resources previously identified and made ringing the call-centre, asking staff
sense of for various activities such as or other customers, using timenavigating or ticket payment.

tables, live displays, or maps.

Table 1 Overview of value co-creating constellation of activities and interactions

Contextualizations of the activities and interactions
As illustrated in the empirical context of the study, the value co-creating activities and
interactions form two main on-going customer processes through servicescapes and
experience rooms in the public transport industry – namely navigating and ticketing (see
Figure 1).
Navigating
Navigating is the process of identifying, making sense of and using resources for the task of
finding one’s way and relating one’s current position to other important landmarks.
Typically, it can be the planning of the trip, the creation of reference points such as the
closest bus stop and the destination, which modes of transport (bus, ferry, metro, etc.) to take
and where to switch to another vehicle. The following narrative is an illustration of the value
co-creation process navigating:
A customer tries to switch from one bus to another at the central bus stop.
She is missing a resource [a map of all bus lines] needed for navigation.
She identifies different resources [different time-tables] and is trying to
make sense of them. The resources are not really suitable for her
navigation process, but she is trying to use them anyway, resulting in a
negative experience [“This is confusing”]. After a while, she identifies an
important landmark on the timetable [“There it says ‘Sundsta’, yes.”],
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makes sense of it and is able to successfully finish her navigation process
[“Then we can take bus 6.”].
Although this quotation illustrates a single episode, this type of process is found to be
on-going and critical during the whole trip. During their travel experience, customers reassure
themselves repeatedly about their current position, travel progress and upcoming switches.
Constellations of identifying, sense-making, and using of different resources contribute to or
hinder the navigating process.
Ticketing
Ticketing is the process of identifying, making sense of, and using resources for tasks relating
to the purchase and payment of one’s ticket as well as checking its validity.
The following narrative illustrates the ticketing process and its link to identifying, sensemaking, and using:
A customer is on her return trip and has to change buses. She uses her
mobile phone (using) and checks whether or not her ticket is still valid
(sense-making). She understands that she has to buy a new ticket, but does
not remember the number to send the SMS to. She searches for
information at the bus stop (identifying), but cannot find any sign. She
identifies a ticket machine, hoping to find the number there. She studies
the machine (sense-making), but the number is not displayed on the
machine. While walking around, she identifies a sign informing about the
different payment ways. She makes sense of the signs, uses her mobile
phone and purchases her ticket.
Paying for one’s ticket can be argued to be a single transaction. However, the empirical
data reveals that ticketing is a process that makes an appearance at several stages during the
travel. As well as planning their travel, customers plan their ticket purchase, choosing from
several options and thinking during the travel about the validity of their ticket.
To conclude, we find that identifying, sense-making, and using describe the mechanisms
of how activities and interactions in servicescape processes create customer responses and
thus form the customer experience. Further, these constitute central customer practices such
as navigating and ticketing, which run parallel during the customer experience. They are
linked to resources and can respectively require more or less cognitive, emotional or
behavioural effort. As a result, they either contribute to or hinder a positive travel experience.
Finally, from the study we can see that when there is congruence between the three
constellations of activities and interactions – identification, sense-making, and using – it
eases the customer process and creates an experience of value. When the resources of the
servicescape is intuitive (contributing to identifying), meaningful (contributing to sensemaking) and, easy (contributing to using) they are linked to a high level of value experience.
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Discussion and contributions
The aim of this paper was to explore customer interactions with servicescape and to explain
in more depth the internal mechanisms that form the customer service experience. The results
from the empirical study reveal three constellations: namely, identifying, sense-making, and
using, which, depending on the empirical context, form two main customer practices –
navigating and ticketing. These constructs are theoretical and have implications for service
research in the sense that they explain how customer experiences are formed.
In contrast to earlier research on servicescape and value co-creation this paper is not
focusing predominantly on the outcome of the servicescape process in terms of favourable or
unfavourable customer experiences. Rather, it focuses on mechanisms; that is, how
constellations of activities and interactions in servicescape processes create customer
responses and thus form the customer’s experience. Earlier in the paper we defined a
customer experience as the customer’s cognitive, emotional and behavioural responses that
result in a mental conception. If we understand what a favourable and unfavourable customer
experience is, but not how it is formed, something fundamental is lacking. We argue that so
far in service research, the formation of customer experiences is more or less a “black box”.
This paper contributes to service research by opening this “black box”. The findings extend
our knowledge about activities and interactions when using resources in servicescape
processes and the customers’ responses that result in the customer experience. Although this
study was only conducted in one context – public transportation – we argue that the findings
can be generalized to similar contexts. For instance, it seems very likely that the internal
mechanisms of identifying, sense-making, and using can be found in other facility driven
services, such as amusement parks, health clubs, supermarkets, or hotels.
We can now outline some of the contributions of the paper. Firstly, the identification of
the three value co-creating constellations of activities and interactions has several
implications for the servicescape literature. Instead of merely focusing on the effects of the
different design dimensions on the customer experience, the identified value co-creating
activities and interactions provide a more complete picture of the environment–customer
relationship. Identifying, sense-making, and using complement the dimensions used in the
servicescape and experience room models (Edvardsson et al., 2010; Bitner, 1992).
Specifically, we link the dimensions such as physical artefacts, intangible artefacts, and
technology (Edvardsson et al., 2010; Bitner, 1992) – as well as ambient conditions,
space/function, and signs, symbols and artefacts (Edvardsson et al., 2010; Bitner, 1992) – to
the three value co-creating constellations. The design dimensions should reduce cognitive,
emotional, and behavioural effort in the activities and interactions of identifying, sensemaking, and using. This is when the design is intuitive, meaningful and easy to use. This is
consistent with a service logic, in which the role of the company is to support the customers’
processes (Vargo and Lusch, 2008a; Grönroos, 2008).
Secondly, a significant contribution to the servicescape literature is the provision of a
veritable customer perspective of servicescape processes. So far both the servicescape and the
experience room model, and other research building on the servicescape model, seem to
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focus predominantly on the provider perspective and the resources in the service environment
rather than on interactions and activities when resources are integrated and used in value cocreation. Even in very recent articles (Vilnai-Yavetz and Gilboa, 2010) the servicescape is
conceptualized as a marketing tool, which reveals the marketing management perspective of
the authors. Our research approach enables a more balanced view on the different
perspectives of service facilities (Turley and Fugate, 1992) and pays special consideration to
customer use processes. This approach provides a more in-depth understanding of the active
role of the customer integrating resources, including other individuals. As a result, our study
extends the value co-creation framework of Payne et al. (2008), by theorizing the
mechanisms of encounter processes and how customer experiences are formed within these.
Thirdly, in the service literature it is a common understanding that customers’
knowledge and skills influence actions in service processes (Bowen and Scheider, 1995). The
customer’s experiences stored in their memory will probably influence their future behaviour.
Similarly, the value co-creating activities and interactions are affected by customers’ internal
responses and backgrounds, such as prior experience. The more prior knowledge a customer
has, or the more skilful they are, the lesser are cognitive, emotional, and behavioural efforts
for the customers. Based on this study we can now link this understanding to the activities
and interactions of identifying, sense-making and using resources. Typically, as illustrated in
the empirical study, elaborate experience and skills in writing SMS messages with a mobile
phone simplifies the process of buying an SMS ticket. Prior knowledge of the spatial location
of destinations and bus lines simplifies the navigation process, and so on. However, what we
found in this study is that prior knowledge can also limit the identifying process of customers.
Customers continue to utilize known options for ticket payment or bus lines instead of
identifying other options, which might be more suitable for them.
Finally, our study extends the work of Dziekan (2008) in transportation research by
including ticketing in the scope of the research. Ticketing was highlighted as an essential part
of the travel experience and theorized as formed by the value co-creating activities and
interactions of identifying, sense-making, and using. As shown in our study the individual
customer’s cognitive, emotional and behavioural efforts are facilitated when the servicescape
design is intuitive (in identifying), meaningful (in sense-making), and easy (in using). From
this we can argue that the identified value co-creating constellations have several managerial
implications for the public transportation sector as well as for other utilitarian self-services. In
complement to the suggestions of Dziekan (2008) of pinpointing bus stops as an entry point
into the service, which provides sufficient information to the use of the entire system, we
argue that information should facilitate navigating as well as ticketing processes. Specifically,
each bus stop should provide information not only regarding the bus lines departing from the
stop in question, but also an overall line map. Moreover, information about different payment
options should be provided. The information should be intuitive, meaningful and easy to
apprehend – even for first-time customers. Signs and symbols should be easily recognizable
by customers. When the public transport system consists of bus lines as well as tram lines, the
mapping of the different modes should be meaningful for customers. That is, trunk bus lines
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are likely to be categorized by customers as buses and not as tram lines even if traffic
planners regard them as equivalent and map both of them on tram lines instead of on bus line
maps.
By complementing research that focuses on the effects of single variables we hope to
inspire researchers to focus on how servicescape dimensions could facilitate identifying,
sense-making and using activities and interactions during the customers’ process. Moreover,
while we argue that this conceptual framework is also applicable to other servicescape
processes and thus has the capacity to explain how a wide range of customer experiences are
formed; it would be worthwhile to verify our framework in different service settings.

Notes
1. The aim of the survey was to apply a scale measuring the service experience of public
transport users. A random sample of 1,000 informants was obtained from Statistics Sweden,
which consisted of residents between 18 and 76 years of age who were living in Karlstad and
Gothenburg, Sweden (the populations are approximately 80,000 and 550,000, respectively).
Questionnaires were mailed to each respondent’s home address with a reply-paid envelope. In
order to increase the response rate, informants were told that every fifth questionnaire that
was returned would entitle the respondent to receive two lottery tickets. No reminders were
sent out. We achieved a response rate of 36.1 %.
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